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MACH NUMEERS FROM 0.8 TO 1.7

By Richard 1. Sears and C. F. Merlet

SUMM4RY

A ducted mcdel having a nose inlet whose external contour was
defined by a parabolic arc was flight-tested at zero amgle of attack.
External drag coefficient and total-pressure recovery at the end of the

M diffuser were,measured over a range of Mach nunihersfrom 0.8 to 1.7 and
a range of mass-flow ratios from 0.23 to 1.0. The Reynolds number ‘
based on the 10-inch body diameter varied from about 4 x 106 to 9 x 106..

At supersonic speeds, the parabolic inlet mdel had about the same
drag coefficient as the basic ~arabolic body from which it was derived.
At low supersonic speeds,the drag of the parabolic inlet was about the
same as that of an NACA 1-40-250 nose inlet previously tested. At
M= 1.7, however, the drag coefficient of the NACA 1-40-250 inlet mcdel
was 37 percent greater than that of the parabolic inlet mcde~.

At 0.8 mass-flow ratio, the total-pressure recovery of the present
model exceeded that of an etiernal-compression supersonic diffuser at
Mach numbers less than 1.4. The reverse was true at higher speeds.
The use of a 2.5° diffuser angle eliminated the separation and associ-
ated large losses in total-pressure recovery at high mass-flow ratios
previously measured for an 8.2° diffuser.

INTRODUCTION

Data pertaining to the ‘dragassociated with air inlets at transonic “
and supersonic speeds are meager relative to that currently a+railable

* i“orwings and bcdies. In order to investigate the transonic character-
istics of air inlets, the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division of the
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory is undertaking a series of tests of
rocket-propelled models in free flight. The technique involves flying.
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ducted bodies with various types of air inl@a and me~~uring the total
drag, the in@rnaldrag, and the total+preq~re recov@’y as functions.
of Mach nuniberand mass flow. ..,-— —

Data have been obtained in this manner ”forthe NACA 1-40-250 nose
inlet-and are reported in.reference 1. As a continuation of the same
program, another nose inlet and diffuser de~igned to @ve low drag and
good pressure recovery at low”supersonic Mach numbers-ire flight-tested.

_, _

. -1 .

--—
.—

The results obtained are presented herein. --me md.el.;ms tested at the
Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Station “atWallops Island, Va.
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Uarea under

M Mach number
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P static ~ressure —- —,

H total pressure

: average total pressure

D drag -..

A area ...
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Subscripts:

0 free stream

1 first minimum

f frontal
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MODEL, INSTRUMENTATION, AND TESTS

Model.- A photograph of the nose-inlet model of the present tests
is shown in figure 1 and drawings of the model are shown in figure 2.
The external shape of the model was derived from that of the parabolic
arc body described in reference 1, by simply cutting off the nose por-
tion 5.45 inches aft of the nose to form the inlet. The body coordi-
nates are thus the same as those given in reference 1 and the external
contour of the inlet is that generated by a parabolic arc from the inlet
station to the station of maximum body diameter. Consequently, the
inlet of the present tests is referred to herein as the parabolic nose
inlet. The model was stabilized by four 60° half-delta fins of NACA
6so04 airfoil section. The total exposed fin area was 3.7 square feet.
This fin configuratim is the same as that for the models of reference 1.

The inlet area taken at the most forward station on the model where
the diameter was 2.83 inches (fig. 2(b)), was 8 percent of the body
frontal area. The inlet lips were made tangent at the leading edge to

h a circle of 0.012-inch radius. To provide a bellmouth for subsonic
operation at very high mass-flow ratios, the duct was contracted to an
area 88 percent of the inlet area at a station 0.42 inch aft of the
inlet. In an attempt to delay separation evident at high mass-flow.
ratios in the tests of reference 1, the diffuser for this model was
made with a smaller angle. The minimum section was followed by a
2.5° total-angle conical diffuser until the area increased to 1.2 times
that of the ti-nimumarea. At this station, transition was made to a
3.5° total-angle conical diffuser. The maximumto minimum diffuser
area ratio was 2.3, as compared to 2.0 for the diffuser of reference
At the end of the diffuser, the duct was contracted to form a throat
station. Aft of the throat station, four vane-t~e shutters were
installed to govern the mass flow of air. An electric motor caused
these shutters to rotate during flight thereby varying the air flow.
The rate of air-flow variation was about 2.2 cycles per second at
M= 1.7 and increased to about 2.6 cycles,per second at M = 0.8.

L

.
Instrumentation.- At the throat station, static pressure was

measured by six wall orifices equally spaced around the circumference
of the duct and @folded together. At the same station, total pres-
sure was measured by three tubes located at 0.00, 0.58, and 0.92 radius
from the center line of the duct. Preflight jet tests of reference 1
showed that three tubes would adequately define the total-pressure
distribution at this station. Exit static pressure was measured by
four inner-wall orifices equally spaced circumferentially 1 inch from
the aft end of the model and manifolded together. Total drag was
measured by means of a longitudinal accelerometer. A six-channel
telemeter was used to transmit a continuous time history of the

.
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five pressure measurements and of
receiving stations. .

Velocity was determined ~om

the accelerometer.readiggto ground

——
.

Doppler r~dar.measurements. Ambient :
air conditions were determined from radiosonde obsemations. Altitud+
was computed from the flight path determined by sm NACA mcdified SCR584
tracking radar.

Tests.- The model was launchedat 60° elevation anzle and acceler-
ated to maximum ”speedby a Deacon booster r&ket”. — “-After burnout ofithe
rocket motor, drag separation of the booster from the_model occurred. .
All data were obtained during the ensuing period of XSting flight
during which the model decelerated to subsonic speedsl..Theangle of

. attack was essentially zero. The Reynolds nuniberof the test, based
on the 10-inch maximum body diameter, is shown in figure 3 as a function
of Mach number.

.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Ii

The external drag is defined as the dragwise component of the
aerodynamic pressure forces and the viscous forces acting.on the
external contour of the model plus the additfve drag._ The additive
drag is defined as the dragwise component.@ the aer@mamic pressure
forces acting on the exterior of the entering streamline which divides
the internal from the external flow.

-. .—

The external drag was obtained by subtracting the internal drag
from the total drag, which was computed from the accelerometer readings.
The method of computing the internal drag, the mass-flow ratio, and
the total-pressure recovery fr”dmthe measured pressures is fully
explained in reference 1. T& maximum value of the ~ernal drag coef-
ficient was about 0.09 and occurred at-maxiiiummss-flow ratio.

The maximum internal air flow is indicated in figure tin terms of
the ratio of the area of the entering free-stream tube to the inlet
area, which ratio is equal to the mass-flow ratio. The test points
represent the values of the mass-flow ratio.calculated from the measur+
static and total pressures at the throat station. The solid line
represents the nmximum mass-flow ratio calculated fr@ one-dimensional
flow theory assuming sonic velocity at the first minimum section and,
at supersonti-speeds,a normal.shock shead of the inlet.

Inasmuch as
that the nximum
minimum section,

it is to be expected from.the geometYy of the mcdel
mass flow would be limited.by choking at the first
the god agreement between.measu~d and calculated
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maximum mass flow lends confidence in the quantities coquted from the
9 limited pressure instrumentation possible in this flight mcdel.

Because the inlet choked and the cross-sectional area at the shut-
ter station was large relative to the minimum section, the mass flow
remained constaat at the maximum value indicated in figure 4 for about
one-half of each pressure cycle, that is, for about 0.2 second. During
this perid of time, the model traveled on the order of 30 to 50 body
lengths depending on the Mach number. The flow pattern therefore was
that for”steady-state flow at the particular Mach number when the,mass-
flow ratio was a maximum.

At minimum mass flow, the time rate of change of mass flow was
also zero and was small for small values of the mass-flow ratio. The
conditions at minimum mass flow, therefore, very closely approximate
steady-state conditions.

At values of mass flow between the minimum and the maximum, the
measured data contained transient terms because of the time rate of

m change of velocity within the duct. The magnitude of the transient

terms did not exceed ND = A-O.01 and * = iO.02.
~ The method used

. in reducing these t=nsient components in the measured quantities to
negligible values is discussed in reference 1. The data presented,
therefore, represent steady-state flow conditions, having been Masured
under steady-state conditions for the finimum and maximum mass flow
ratios and having been reduced to steady-state conditions at inter-
mediate mass-flow ratios.

It is believed that the maximum errors in the absolute magnitude
of the data presented are within the following limits:

~/Ho. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *0.01
M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . .K).oo5
m/~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +0,02
cD,at M=l.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .,O . . , . . . . . .~,()~
CD,at M=l.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ..~.ol~
CDjat M=O.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .@.030

The accuracy of the changes measured in the drag coefficient as
\

the Mach number and mass-flow ratiovaried are believed to be consider-
ably better than the absolute accuracies quoted above.

-—
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
.

Dfig.- Curves of external drag coefficient for tl+ parabolic inlet
model tested are shofi in--figure5 as a function”of Mach number for ..—.

..

several mass-flow ratios. Also shown Is the curve ofitotal minus base
drag coefficient for.the basic body and the :externaldrag coefficient‘- -----—-=

curve for the NACA 1-40-250 nose inlet at ~ = 0.8 (reference 1), as

%well as the estimated curve of fin drag coef icient. -The drag data
for the parabolic inlet mcdel are shown in figure 6 as a function of
mass-flow ratio for severql Wch- numbers. -~

.-.—
—

It~s apparent from figure .5that the.~rag rise ‘Q.fthe parabolic-
,.

inlet model star-t a lower ~ch number than that ?g.rthe baSic.Pa~.-. ..... “-
bolic baly. At all.Mach numbers, the inlet mcilelhas--dragcoefficients

—

approximately the same as those for the basic bcdy model. The drag coef-”- “-” ~

ficient of both models reached a ~ximum at, M = l“l~and decreased as. ...~-.;~-~
the Mach number increased further.

-=
— —------.—

As indicated in figure k, the maximum mass-flow ‘i?atiovaried with
H

Mach number and a mass-flow ratio of 1 was obtained only at M > 1.65.
The drag-coefficient curve of figure 6 for -M = 1.7 indicates that the ., :

drag varies smoothly with mass-flow ratio right UP W ~ = 1.0. It—-- “ -

seems reasonable to expect that if the internal contraction had been . —
eliminated so as to permit a mass-flow ratio of 1 at lower Mach numbers,
the drag coefficient would have been that indicated by extrapolation of .-

the curves of figure 6 to ~ = 1. It is therefore apparent that, by

limiting the maximum m/~ %ttainable, th&.inte~l cOni5~CtiOn I’atiO

(O.88) used on this mcdel to provide a bellmouth shape for subsonic
operation caused only a slight increment ig:drag at supersonic speeds

—

over that obtainable with no contraction.

The drag-coefficient–incrementassociated with operation at mass-
flow ratios less than 1 is less than that due t-othe additive drag alone

.

because of the reduction in body pressure drag. This is more clearly
shown in figure 7 for M = 1.4. The additive drag ha=been estimated
from one-dimensional flow theory assuming the stagnation point at the
leading edge of the lips Wd uniform flow at the inlql. The SUIU @ th~.._. _

. ..

pressure and viscous bag of the inlet model is shown in this figure
to be less than thalmof the basic parabolic body at all mass-flow ratios.

The present nose inlet was derived by cutting off the forward
-.

5.45 inches of the parabolic,body of refererice1. If%he same baly is
-0

cutroff at other stations, a family of iriletscan be formed, each having
a different inlet area. The drag of these dther inlet configurations
can be estimated by generalizing the results already obtained as showr”

.“
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in figure 8. Here the drag coefficients for various inlet-body-fin corn-
. binations are plotted as a function of the inlet station, measured from

the apex of the basic body. The data are presented for M = 1.4 and
m
—= 1.0. xThe curve is defined by three points. The point at – = O
mo
is that for the basic parabolic baiy (reference 1) and represent: the
limiting case as the inlet size is decreased. The middle point on the
curve was obtained from the present test restis by extrapolating the

CD curve (fig. 6) from m/~ of 0.95 to 1.0. me point at $. 3,6

represents an inlet whose area is equal to the boiy frontal area. The
forebckiyis of zero length and hence the forebcdy CD is zero. The
afterbody drag coefficient was approximated by subtracting from the
measured drag coefficient for the basic bdy the computed pressure and
viscous drag of the portion of the body ahead of the maximum dismeter.
The pressure drag was computed from linear theory (reference 2) and the
viscous drag was estimated on the basis of wetted area by using a fric-
tion drag coefficient from compressible turbulent-boundary-layertheory
(reference 3).

8 This method of approximating the afterboly drag re”sultsin the
assumption of a small suction pressure rather than free-stream pressure
at the forward end of the afterbcdy. The correct aftertmdy drag should

. %e less than that indicated on figure 8 by some small amount. ‘The
approximation is thus conservative for the purposes for which the after-
body drag is used in figure 8.

For am airplsme, the exit area necessary to permit passage of the
air flow required by the turbojet engine may in some cases be somewhat
larger than that of the test model, and the afterbcdy drag should be
computed accordingly. Calculations indicate, however, that, if the afi
end of the body is cut off farther forward so that the ratio of exit to
frontal area is increased from 0.20 to 0.40, the afterbody CD is
decreased by only about 0.006.

The data of figure 8 have been faired tith a rather broad band to
indicate that the values of CD are not precisely defined by the data
available. The curve indicates a trend of decreasing drag coefficient
at maximum mass flow as the inlet area is increased.

The present inlet is compared with the NACA 1-40-250 inlet (refer-
ence 1) in figure 5. The nose-inlet configuration of reference 1 hsd a
larger inlet area, lesser fineness ratio, and blunter profile than the
inlet of the present test. At subsonic speeds, the differences in drag
coefficient of the models may not be significant because of the inability
of the accelerometers used to measure accurately small decelerations.
The drag-rise Mach number is significant, however, and was about 0.03
lower for the parabolic inlet. me two Met mdels, at 0.8 mass-flow
ratio, had about the same drag coefficient at low supersonic Mach numbers.

— —
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As the Mach number increased further, the drag-coeffiden~~e of the-
two models diverged. At a Mach number of 1,7, the dra&coeffic$ent of .
the NACA 1-40-250 inlet m6del was 37 percent,great~ than that of the
parabolic inlet model. -,

:: .=-

Total-pressure ratio.- The values of total-pressure recovery were
weighted on the Basis of area rather ”tk&n””c&Tmassflw~ A Check for
several cases with the most nonuniform dist~bution o~total pressure- “
encountered indicated the mass flow ~ighted~average tb be higher than

--., .
the area weighted average by about # . 0.002, a valui well WLthii thZ-
experimental accuracy. o —. --.-—.

.

..—-
-.. .—

Values of the-average total-pressure-re$overyratio measured at --

the end of the diffuser are shown in figure-””~as a f@kion of ~“ch
>.- —---

number and in figure 10 as a function o“f–mas~-flow”rat?io.For * < 0:,4 ‘-” –. -~ ..:
at all supersonic:Machnumbers, the recovery ww equl to that befiind. .. .-...:
a normal shock, any subsonic diffuser loss ~%>ing-wi.thfgthe accuracy ‘“‘-”’+=+
of the measurements.

.—..._._———A.—
----- --- -—.-—.—

Large total-pressure losses were reported.imref~ence 1 for an
8.2° total angle diffuser. In an effort”to-tilleviate~pparentflow
separation, the initial diffusion angle wati_~reducedtu 2.5° for the .
present mcx!lel.The,contraction ratio from @e inlet b the first
minimum was 1 percent greater for the pres&it model than for that of
reference 1. The ratios.of the average total pressur= measured aft&r
diffusion to that at the first minimum s~ation are plo~ted in figure U.
for the two diffusers as a function of the Mach number at the first
minimum station. Conditions at the first fiimum sta~ion were computed
from one-dimensional flow theory and therefdre represent average ‘-”
quantities. The subsonic diffuser performance, when presented in”this
manner, is seen to be independent of the fr&e-stream kch number in the
range tested. The scatter of the points i~-of about-the same magnitude
as the inaccuracies in the measurements. Comparison@f the pressure-
recovery data for the two diffusers indicates that–t@ small angle
diffuser did eliminate the severe separation at high .gass-flow”ratios.—

..-
.-

— —--”
—
—
b-

——

The total-pressure rec~ery at the–end of the diffuser has been
computed by using the calculated curves of-reference 4 and-a skin- ‘“
friction coefficient o&O.003. For the co~ition of-sonic velocity atn
the first minimum section, the total pressure after diffhsi.onis COW’”
puted to be 0.985-times that at the,minimuk-section ior the present --
configuration. The measured.valuewas O.$g, indicatfig the losses ‘-
a~~obably entirely due to skin friction”.,The corr-espondingcom-
puted recovery fw.the 8.2° diffuser o~r<ference 1 is 0.995,,but the
experimental data showed much greater-loss-eB~indicating the presence”
of separation.

.~. :.--- ..-
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The dashed-line curves of figure 9 show

9

the pressure recoveries
. reported in reference 5 for an external-compression supersonic inlet ●

(Ferri type, 30° cone). At 0.8 mass-flow r&tio, the p;essure recoveries
of the present inlet-diffuser combination exceed those for the supersonic
diffuser at Mach numbers less than 1.4. At Mach numbers higher than 1.4
the external-compression diffuser was superior from the standpoint of
pressure recovery.

CONCLUSIONS

Flight-test results for a parabolic nose-inlet maiel and comparison
of these with other data indicate the following:

1. At all speeds tested the drag coefficient of’the parabolic nose-
inlet model was about the same as that of the basic parabolic body from
which the inlet moiel was derived. At a Mach number of 1.1, the drag
coefficient of both mdels reached a maximum and decreased as the Mach

n number increased further.

2. The parabolic nose inlet and the NACA 1-40-250 nose inlet models
had about the ssme drag coefficient at low supersonic Mach numbers. As.
the Mach nuxaberincreased further the drag-coefficient curves of the
two md.els diverged. At a Mach number of 1.7, the NACA 1-40-250 inlet
model had about 37 percent greater drag than the parabolic-inlet model,

3. me drag coefficient increment associated with operation at
mass-flow ratios less than one was less than that due to the additive
drag alone because of a reduction in bcdy pressure drag. The use of
an internal contraction ratio of 0.88 at the inlet to provide a bell-
mouth for subsonic o~eration was therefore not accompanied by severe
drag penalties.

4. At 0.8 mass-flow ratiO, the total-pressure recovery at the end
of the diffuser exceeded that of an external-compression supersonic
diffuser up to a Mach number of 1.4. At higher Mach numbers the
external-compression diffuser was superioy.

5. Use of an initial diffiser angle of 2.5° eliminated the se~a-
tioh and consequent large total-pressure losses at high ~ss-flow ratios
previousljjmeasured for an 8.2° diffuser.

-!

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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Figure l.- Photograph of the model.
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Figure 10.- Variation of total-pressure recovery with mass-flow ratio
at several Mach numbers.
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Figure 11.- Comparison at several free-stre& Mach numbers of the .-
performance of the 8.2° subsonic diffuser
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